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CONFLICT AND COHESION
IN KENTUCKY SCHOOL BOARDS*

BY PAUL D. BLANCHARD

INTRODUCTION

This study f..-uses upon the local school board as a eollegialf decision-
making body. School hoards have receives. relatively little attention bypolitical scientists, and this is unfortunate since they are often engaged in
genuine political activity and make decisions which are recognized to have
great political consequence. The key decisional variable examined in thisstudy is conflict and the structure of conflict on school boards. The presence
or absence of conflict has been central to mart studies of collegial decisional
behavior. Since research by political scientists about school board decision-making is almost non-existent, a logical starting point for an exploratorystutiy in this area is a careful examination of the presence and structure ofconflict on school boards. Thus, this study concentrates on conflict andvariables relatee to it on Kentucky school boards, leaving other aspects ofschool board decision-making for others to research.

ka this study, data collected about a large number of school boards inKentucky are used to analyze decisional practices. The boards then:selves,and not individual members of the boards, are the units of analysis. From thisresearch, which includes data from questionnaires adtniuistered to Kentus kyschool board members, school board election data. and data involving school
district sue :1$1 and economic characteristics, we attempt to determine whatindependent variables produce variation in the dependent variable, conflict.Specifically, we are interested in discovering whether external variables or:nternal variables arc more powerful in cxp.aining the variation. By externalvariables, we refer to characteristics of the school district (constituency):these include social complexity, social status, and electoral competition. By ainternal variables. we mean characteristics of the group (school board) itself, =J.particularly its relationship to the superintendent and the degree to whichboard members share a similarity of attitudes.

The decision to confine the study to tiecal.cks school boards was made tfor obvious reasons related to Ote troth of Ar.41 8resources. It might be pointed out, however, ti.at obserscrs
on the particularly political content of educational decisions made in Ken- fetucky school districts. In any case, this decision does not significantly limit ied

m. 11114 a. .46 Olt rx0P.ell 4111...... *IMO is a...R.....
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t41 fit the Pt otio-,11 re t. I VitteVileatiVr sample of Kentucky
sa :tool distill I, allows the kind of urbao-rural, rich-poor. large small. and
Ikon, .geoecni.. heterogeneous comparisons not possible using mile soburban or
morppolit.m stile districts. as scientists hove done Arum exclu-
sively in the past.

The mod}, then, is designed to promote the further understanding of
colleg;a decision-making and should thereby prove to he theoretically fruit-
ul. It might also be signific:.nt ft cam the standpoint contemporary
School boat ds are being asked to make increasingly difficult decisions in-
volving some of the most controversial issues of our time. Any research which
sheds light on how these decisions are made could contribute to the under-
standing of some of this controversy.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A political scientist searching the litratme for research relevant to a

or school board derisionmaling is confronted with several alternatives.
Ile tan examine the literature of edut :odium! administration and find a great
many aspects of s hoot !?arci del isional prarti cs discussed from the orienta-
tion of the educator. 11 a .m examine the social psychological literature on
small groups fur propositions on group bzh tvior in general. Finally, he can
se.och the literature of political science. particiilarly the subdisciplines of
lepislattee and judicial behavior, for relevant theory on ;poop behavior in the
pe,litic.d and institutional setting. Each of thrse alternatives has been explored
by the writer. In the set tie in lima I !MOWS we briefly review literature both or.
school ha mrd aa isimtnking and group behavior in general.

The Lim-mutt of edu.ationa! adininistration is perhaps least fruitful since
it sggests be little in the way or relevant theory. !fowl:sere many of the
themes of the educational literature are interesting and deceive the close
mention of political Ricotta:as. The dominant theme in this literature seems
to be that education should he insulated from politics. Professional school
!eaters h.tve ten:it:a to be tole.essed with the idea that schools should be
completely sep;ated from politics and have succeeded in removing local
edm ation from muoicipal contrail and instituting the nonpartisan election of
:drool boards. Resides the theme of insulation from politics, other recurring
themes in this literature iirvolvt the social composition of hoards of educa-
:ion, the distim lion between polic vmakiug and administration, and the
hood mmher's oriewation to the community. Studies by a number of

r ith Counts' in have shown that school hoard
treutheis are overwhelmingly from the upper or upper - muddle social classes
and th.o the occupational groups ad busowssuwn mid professionals are dispro-
p....oion.a tag:: oseriepresented.* The literature on the policy making/admin-

t ;-..uric' s. comas. nr, compoitioar of Boar& of Education (Chicago:
('nocis:il Ill Chi. at:14 Pt. c, 1927). I. hum Ralph B. Kintbtough,Piditil al Power and

becision-MaAing ((:hu ago: Rand McNally. 1964), pp. 18.19.
W. W. Charters. jr., '148164 Class Analvtac and the Control at Public Falueation,"

ikar,/ f.44eutia,/tat Review. (t ra, 145:4), pp. lleall-711), located sixty-two separate
studies on sl.rial (Imposition, none of which departed significantly from the original
tindig reported by Claims.

p.a. 1110 fir. -M yam. ..11. 1 11a ,1MOMMO oft nap ...Mr
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istration distinction is very prevalent and usually consists of warnings con-
cerning the negative consequences should board members exercise administra-
tive action.3 Significantly, poliry-making is usually defined quite narrowly.
Political scientists and students of public administration have for ',ears been
aware of the difficulty and arbitrariness of finding clear boundaries to
separat: these two spheres of decision-making.4

Most meaningful for this research are several studies which seek reasons
for school board conflict. Some of the reasons which have been suggested
include the following: the existence of standing committees, lack of satisfac-
tion by board members with the superintendent, a "self-oriented" motivation
for running for office by board members (rather than a "community-
oriented" motivation), and ex:ensive turnover in board membership.5 While
these reasons seem somewhat tangential to political decision-making when
viewed from the perspective of the political scientist, they do suggest some
possible directions which should be and are explored. For example, we
consider motivation for running in our recritment discussion; turnover is
involved in our discussion of the "insulation" of board members from the
community; and, of course, the subject of board member relationships to the
superintendent constitutes an important dimension of the category of vari-
ables we have labelled as internal.

Anyone studying group conflict or cohesion will inevitably be directed
toward the literature of social psychology since these concepts have received
the most attention in the discipline. In fact, cohesion is the key concept in
field theory or group dynamics, a field of social psychology where pioneering
work has been done by Kurt Lewin and his followers. Using experimental
procedures, students of group dynamics have discovered that the following
variables tend to contribute to group cohesion: Agreement on norms and
goals. democratic leadership, and similarity in background. They also have
found that cohesion, in turn. seems to contribute positively to the following
variables: productivity. satisfaction. conformity. and cooperation.6 There are
at least two problems with relating the theory of group dynamics to the

sOne example of literally &Yens of sources which could be cited is t. rchie R.
Dykes. School Board and Superintendent: Thr Effective Working Retationchips
(Dansille, Ill.: Interstate Printers and Publishers, 1965), pp. 106.17.

'See Thomas II. Eliot, "Toward an Understanding of Public &hoot Politics**
American Political Science Review, 53 (December, 1959), pp. 1036-37. and Paul H.
Appleby, Policy and Administration (University, Ala.: University of Alabama Press,
1949). p. 16.

s Sec partbularly Leonard E. Burkett, "An Analysis of the Conditions a id Practices
of Kentucky Boards of Education in Relation to Certain School District Factors"
(Unpublished Ed.l). Dissertation, University of Kentucky 1967), pp. 1941; N, al Gross.
"Easing Strains and Tensions Between Superintendents and Board Members," Natatan
Schools, 56 (October, 1955), p. 27.

'Clovis R. Shepherd, Small Groups (San Francisco: Chandler, 19G4), pp. 23.27;
Darwin Cartwright, "The Nature of Group Cohesiveness," Group Dynamics. (e d.)
Dorwin Cartwright and Alvin Zander (New York: Harper and Row, 1968), p. 107. This
type of research is most clearly applied to school boards by Neal Gross, WPM S. Mason,
and Alexander W. McEachern, Explonstiotu in Role Analysis (New York: John Wiley,
1958).

39 5
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present sten:y irst. while it suggests ruay possible relationships iVrnal to
tits* grolup. na vari.thles ext..rPol to the groups are memo:seed. We would be
remiss not to slore these kinds est relationships in a study of an electie-

like a school board wheal certainly must take some curs foe its behavior
from outside the group itself.? The second problem is discussed by James
Barber, who at-oil that hypotheses generated in the typical small group
Lehmann) study are unlikely to be confirmed by observers of the typical
governmental dee.isionmaking poop, because there are so many differences
betuern the subjects used in the experimental situation and government
of ials and also substantial differences in the &levities of the two types of
groopi. Ile found that this was indeed true in his study of boares of finance
in Connecticut. Barber suggested that rather than lifting /hams from small
group research. political scientists might consider imitating the methods of
small poop research. Bather's steady was designer: so that his subjects were
individuals who were already operating as decision-makers in small govern-
mental groups, and 1w had them perform tasks which were similar to those
with %hit h tiny were familiar or had performed." In this study, we attempt
to follow this suggestion to the extent that our sutiects are "real" decision-
makers and they arc asked to describe actual deeisionmaking behavior. In
addition, we make use of one technique devised by the small-group research-
ers. the sociometric questionnaire item.

Literature on school boards may be found in other social scientific
tiler epiinew. particularly sociology. The pre-eminent study is the one reported
by (;ruNs and others. which compared the role expectations that school board
members and SUpet intelltICTItS held for the positions occupied by each.9

Many of the findings of the Gross study are pertinent to this reseuch.
For example, r!,e authors found that both experience and frequency of
interaction Were directly related to consensus among school board members
but Heather interaction nor exinrience produced consensus between board
members said superintendents. The authors found the same results for polit-
ical and economic homogeneity and consensus. Homogeneity contributed to
board member lintra-position) consensus but not to superintendent-board
member (inter - position) agreement .1 °

Other sociological literature has focused on the relationship of educa-
tional decision-making at the local level to the problem of race and desegrega-
tion. Of particular interest were studies by Crain' t and Rogers' 2 involving
schwa politics in large cities. in Crain's study of the desegregation contro-
versy in eight cities. he found that school boards played a major role in

'See S. &dew. Ulmer, Courts as Small and Not So Small Croups (New York:
Grnr11 ii ll Press. 1971). i. S. clIncertliesR the relative impact of internal and
external Lee tows in enlli,lal deeisieenaking in the judiciary.

" Jant...% It. nattier. rawer in commit:x (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1966). pp. 8.13.
vtir,...s. Mawr.. and 11cLiacrii. le. 97.
' °Mid.. pp. 173491.
11 R.,hert 1.. Crain, The Nutt, c t f Selma Desegregation (Chicago: Aldine, 1967).

2 ut Rogers, 110 Lieingst,o$ Street: Politics and Bureaucracy in the New York
City School System (New Yorke Random !louse, 1968).
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bringing about desegmation in comparison with superintendents. 1 he most
important factor determining whether boards allowed desegregation was
intra.board cohesion. Cohesive boards were able to bring about descgregatitin
more smoothly by preventing the issue from becoming a public controversy.
1 he school superintendent, on the other hand, was seen as a barrier to the
civil rights movement because of his professional norrns.13 In Rogers' study
of New York City, the school board was described as weak and dominated by
the school bureaucracy, and its responses to controversial issues like segrega-
tion was criaacterized as cautious and ineffective, including deliberate delay,
vacillation, and minimal action. One consequence for New York City, wrote
Rogers, was the polarization of civil rights groups.'

Sociologists have also commer.ted in the school board's impact on the
entire question of school reorganization, which is shown to be an extremely
political issue." One other example of a sociologist's perspective is a study
which argues that while school boards are elected to represent the community
to the seliod administration, circumstances cause them to legitimize the goals
of the school administration to the public." This point of view will be
considered when we present our findings on the school hoards' relationship to
the community.

A few political scientists have reported research on school decision.
making. These studies have usually focused on large city school systems and
have clearly demonstrated that school boards are often involved in political
disputes and conflicts. Political scientists who have given particular attention
to school politics include Gittelll 7, who has studied New York and other big
city school systems, Rosenthal' 8, who has specialized in the politics of
teachers' organizations, and Pais" whose study of the Chicago school board
was written from his perspective as participant-observer. Studies of school
politics in suburbia would include those of David Millar". Louis hlasotti21,
and Roscoe hlartin.22 Political scientists have tended to emphasize such

"Crain. Chapters 10 and 11.
' a Rogers, Chapters 7 and 12, especially p. 395.

Raul G. Zimmer and Amos IL Hawley,Metropolitan Area Schools: Resistance to
Distort Reorgenhation (Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage Publications, 1968), pp. 164-66.

"Noiniati D. Kerr (pseudonym), "The School Board as an Agency of Legit-
imation," Sociology of Education. 38 (Fall, 1964), pp. 34.59.

'Marilyn Participants and Participation: A Study of School Policy in NewYork City (New York: Center for Urban Education, 1966).
Alan Rosenthal, Pedagogues and Power: Teacher Groups in School Politics

(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1969).
'e Joseph Nis, The School board Crisis: A Chicago Caw Study (Chic agu: Ettuea-firma! Methods, 1964).
"Educational DecisionMaking in Suburban Communities (David W. Minar,Washington, D. C.: U.S. Office of Education, Cooperative Research Project #2440,1966).
I Lnui% 11. Masotti, Education and Politics in Suburbia: The New Pier Experience

(Cleveland: fhe Press of Western Reserve University, 1967), p. 7.
$ Roscoe C. Martin, Government and the Suburban School (Syracuse: Syracuse

University Press, 1966).
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ayri t% of I politic% as low public ;Iarticipation in school electiotts.23
the tole of interest groups i9 school politics.', the ioaleility a the system to
respond to pulitical s limitation and isolation of school politics from
other political processes 26 and educational deis;on-inakrs' fears of

' Lac It of these themes has teeen considered in the formulating of
Sprci I is hi' pot hews.

Perhaps more relevant to the present study leave been attempts by
political se lent ists to apply and use small groo theory and methods. Studies
of this kind are probably must prevalent in the literature of the judiciary.
Much of this research is built upon the pioneering work cm the Supreme
Court. repotted by such scholars as Murphy, Danelske, and Ulmer, which
emphasie.cd the importance of group concepts !ike leadership, .ction,
and equilibrium.23 These studies demonstratc4 how group . could
restrain individual members' deviant (dissenting) behavior anc that the
sharivi of attitudes aids cohesion. In more rerent works, Canon and jaws
have shown how group conflict in state supreme courts may result from
external factors if certain structural variables are operative 2s while Thomas
G. Wker has demonetrated the impact of the group situation on U. S.
district judges."

The literature of legislative behavior is also somewhat relevant, since
Jamul boards are usually considered legislative bodies. Much of this research
has focused on the presence or .absence of group conflict. Legislative scholar:
examining the cohesion of legislative parties have found that the sod*.
economic makeup of the district is perhaps the most important factor in
explaining this cohcsiveness.31 Other important aspects would include legisla-

t.t:t A. Osamu, "St hoot Po.atd Polak': An Analysis of NonPartisanship In
the Los .%tt.:clet. City Board of F:theation" (Unpublished Master's Thesis,

p. 189.
Kent .leanings and 'Lannon Zeiglet. "Interest Representation in School

Goverstana I impr pr....anted aa the 1970 APSA meetings, Los Angeles. California.
"See S: molt Awl T. Ettwarti lloilander, Six Urban School Districts: A

tithth nl last:tut imrat lb Twits'. (New York: Praeger. 19th[). p. 197.
.111.:1 t S. Sat au, "1 he c of Ftlul ation," rear Iu is College &cord 65

Notentl.es. p. 1s3." Sol.. A. NI.s.tert, rt al., Stab /'//6/ t am,/ Me Public Schools: /In Exploratory
drai's! (Nutt, Yolk: Kampf. 196 pp. 7.:72
! ! !: S Ho example, Walla r F, Morph). 'emnts of judicial Strategy (Chicago:

r!.irs f Chola lonat, pp, 17.7,4 I javi.1 "rhe inftmrwv of the
Cho )...tit t. lit Oar Dei c%%,"CrotertA, Jitrfr.s, and Pedairs (rd., Wake, Muiphy
moot Herman l'reto twit (:.ew York: 11,,u,,:. 191,1). pp. 167ti8; S. Sidney

Tesitht.. it . in the 11.S. Staprine Court." Introductory Rorl:ngs in
Poit:...1! (r d.) S. Sadao Ulmer Whiog: Rand Nft.nally, 191), pp. 1678.

4 !la a lies C. C.111 anal Deast Lora.. "L sternal Variattes. Anseitutional Structure,
:tied Dissent on Stale Supreme Courts."Potitc. 3 ([lintel, 19; 9).

I ittan.t. "Judges in C.oncert: 1 he Influence of the Group on Judical
Decision. Liking" ft npuldished Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Kentucky, 1970).

s' Se... (Nit tally Illegla L. 1..e "Vatting in State Senates: Party and Consult-
uentl influentec." Midwest Journal of Political Sciences. 13 (February 1969), pp.
33.57.
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tors' inherent identification with the party, the strength of the leadership,
anti the issues involved.3" Studies of cohesion in Congressional committees
have suggested that committee cohesion 13 strengthened when members agree
on the committee's purpose. membership is stable, and there is little external
pressure on tea mhers.3 3

More recent legislative research has focused on smaller legislative bodies.
Most notable is the Eulau research on city councils in the San Francisco Bay
area. Eulau measured group conflict and found that it was associated with
other group behavioral features such as oppositional activity, co-sponsorship,
respect, and affect.34 Bather's study of boards of finance found no relation-
ship between member interactive participation and group cohesion."
Finally, in David Minar... study of a sm 11 number of suburban school boards,
it was discovered that school district characteristics were powerful variables in
explaining group cohesion.36

RESEARCH DESIGN
Due to the variety of literature discussed above, one is forced to take a

rather eclectic theoretical position. These studies seem to indicate that the
extent of conflict in a collegial decision-making group is a consetpence of
factors both external and internal to the group. They indicate less clearly the
specific internal and external variables which are roost powerful and whether
internal or external variables should be considered more significant. There-
fore, in formulating specific hypotheses. we must depend upon a scattering of
middlerange theoretical propositions derived from a few of the most rel-
eveant studies.

The research invoking legislative cohesion and work done on school
boards by David Minar and by Jennings and Zeigler suggest that the socio-
economic complexity of the constituency (school district) is probably the
most important external variable explaining the extent of cohesion. This
assertion is supported by the Canon jams study of state supreme courts and
is also in line with the recent research in state politics by Dye, Sharkansky,
and others. Somewhat less important as an Aatternal variable would be the
social status of the district. This relationship is supported in the literature
only by the research of Minn but seems to be in line with the studies just
cited (to the extent that socio-economic variables are emphasized over pout.
ical variables).

Less important as an external factor would be the third variable, electoral
competition. We make tiais argument not only betl.tuse of recent studies

a klakArri E... ewell and Samuel C. Patterson, The I egistative Process in the UnitedStates (New York: Random House, 1966), pp. 422-26.
"See Charles C. Jones, "Representation in Congress: The Case of the House

Agriculture Committee," American Political Science Review, 5 7(June. 1961), pp.358-67.
"Heine Eulau, "'Me Informal Organization of Decision Structures in Small Legi-slative Bodies," Midwest journal of Political Science. 13 (August, 1969), pp. 341-66.
"Barber, p,.). 104-108.
"Minar, Chapter 7.
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which demonstrate that sot i.i and economic variables appeal more peewee ful
than olitet.d Imes but also Inn-mese of he :oparent lack of meaningful
e onipetit ion tor se hotel Inlaid positions:17 The fact that we are dealing in this
study with nonpartisan tentertition could make this variable even less
sti;lielii ant , al4houit there is esitlettre that nonpartisan elections are often as
competitive as perekatt elections. IN However, competition must be ;minded
in the Analysis since it signifies the mint direct link between the decision-
mAlang body and the omaituency.

.1 wee internal feture.% relating to collt.giJI dee-isnot-aking have been
her esatteinatnne. he first, "superintendent &unite:ince," taps the

iinportolt power and leadership dimensions of group life. Obviously, the
11,.111.1 lull cone ept has mannatnial :Mention, both in the small-group
!keratin. and in the political science liter:Wire involving le:islatures and
indtz...3 he the edswatinal literature, the soperiteletuletit is sometimes
Tomwered the task lemlr of the board,'" even though he k nett Jetn:illy a
Member of the ercalp. Because the superintendent bar been considered so
ittre too in se hoed board decisionun aking. especially' in Kentucky,'" we
esp... i di.% variable to le: the strotwr one. .1he other niteree.e. variable, shared
al gat toe., limb AI. u been considered an intone tint deterwaative of cohesion by
pnliii. .1 se intisis an.l !ye hologkts.4* We include it Iwo in order to
es.totteic . member of at tittainal dimensions, both politic al aliel non political.

ia der to resolve the epee slum of whether the linn:AI or es ternal
varialeh, are more powerful, we introcince a third set of intetvening vnriables
it. ea 11,1 to define under what conOitilina each type of variable might be
e%pect.:1 to dominate. These three variables perceived demand. perceived
stt.-Wolff. and tel.tfee in office are familiar to political scientists because
of Own iolportatece .1% inputs to the "systems approach" to politics. Iltmcver,
in this reW.irult we concept U.Iti7C them as "insulatis.n" variables.
Whoa they op.ro:e :0 insulate the school board from external factors, the
inlet n.11 wnold be expected to dominate. Conversely, when they
pr .t. to ev:.0,e the die isionnakers to the external variables. then external

Mho ht,/ I.
19711). i;-. t. ...11%. rta'll
111,.%41 .11% el (..;it

!., I 4,1.1. pr. ::;-h1%. se
he: r it: .trp f tOr:f.

11,6 %I Wilt a: 11.

11/01w1....1 'Mt !. ,

4 N;I. t .11,1 I h..I:13%, .11.1.11 II I, III Pm' .% 0.11104k 01 .41.11111111h1FAOISCIM Blind
kil.au.si.11%" 1'l .3)..I IlaterNity of Wisconsin. 1)60), p. 88.

' tal j.m 1..t 1.4 me. "A Frandy at the Ctomomels," The
l...'.1.... end 7 One, Alaea.:ne, Aug. 30, 1970, Iv. 843, 3236, for
bm. ...apt Ion tat'.' .111. 111411114W 1arie Turner of Breathitt County.

plied. pit. 21; :II; th.rwal t:etwtiKlet. p. 107: i)avidpanelski "Task Gump

.ht4 1 in the Aletropedit (Columbus: Charles 1L. Merrell,

Le., the Adm.( s of Nanparricattihift
ten.
I Jl.0 Sid.0 Ve1!..4, Small Grup and Political fie-
Mini a Iuii l'Outiot tynivelity press, 19611, From
Ai, le tiara its tiller 1, see re.p,ci.ills the studies by

iuid Ss n u i (11.0.11 the sop,. :Vitra:Wain. (ed.) John U. Kew', et
(New 1 ..a. cult. Rilecleme ..n.t Wilmot 1970), pp. 213,215.
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variables should be more significant.43 For example, on a school board where
members perceive relatively little demand from their constituents, we -mild
expect that the characteristics of the school district would have relatively
little impact on the extent of school board cohesion, but that internal factors
like shared attitudes would be relatively more important than on boards
which were not insulated in this way.

Specific Hypotheses and Research Design

The specific hypotheses which have been formulated to answer the
question of what external and internal variables contribute to school board
cohesion are listed below:

External Variable Relationships

Extern? Vorloae Relationships

1. The socio-economic complexity of the school district will he positively
associated with school board conflict.

2. The social status of the school district will be inversely related to school
board conflict.

S. Electoral competition will be positively associated with board conflict.

Internot Voriable Roark:nth os

4. Conflict will tend not be present on superintendent-dominated boards.
Superintendent-dominance will include three dimensions, each to be
considered separately:

a. Boards on which a plurality of members are superintendent-
recruited.

b. Boards where opposition to the superintendent is non-existent or
extremely weak.

c. Boards on which members defer to the superintendent in most
substantive areas of concern (division-of-labor).

5. Widely shared attitudes among members of a board will be inversely
related to conflict. Widely-shared attitudes include the following dimen-
sions:

a. Agreement on a series of items involving attitudes toward contempo-
rary political-educational issues.

b. Agreement on representational role orientation.

" This conceptualiaation is suggested in Barthel? C. Canon and Dean Jams,
"External Variables, Institutional Structure, and Dissent on State Supreme Courts,"
Polity, 3 (Winter, 1970), pp. 178-81; and in Herbert Jacob. "Judicial Insulation:
Elections, Direct Participation. and Public Attention to the Courts in Wisconsin,"
Wisconsin LAW &view, 1966, pp. 801.19. However, in both of these studies, the
"insulation" varlibles are more institutional in nature.
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at,he tiootitr. t /fa,.

Lit Is !Hobe. d teloittoship will be sithiectd to emitte% isolating
bo.tok Ouch me insulated from those which are notinstilated. I he condition
of insulation twill out or %viten members of a bond perceive relatively weak
&mato!. nom their constituents and rlative:y low levels of comi,efition for
ho.tl positions. and when the board has a relatively long ti num measured in
median years 1 service. The control variables wilt be expected sit strengthen
the sternal variable relationships when boards are mot noniared and
strength( n the internal variable relationships when boards ate in whited. Their
speitic Myatt ton the in iginal relationships should be as fallow,i:

la) '1 he relationship between (burial complexity an board cohesion will
be stiletto betted for noninsteated hoards anti weakened for insulated
boards.

2a) 'the relationrhip between district status and hoard cohesion will be
strengthened fot non-insulated boards and weakened for insulated
1k wok

3.i) The relationsl ip between electorA competition and board cohesion
will be Ftersigibited for mm-insulated boards and weakened for
insulated %ank.

1.1) The rt latioasip between superineendent-dominane and board
t oltesion will be strengthened for insulated boards and weakened for
noinsulated boards.

flat I he rulati..nship between shared attitudes and board cohesion will be
.ttr.igtt.tued fur insulated hoards and weakened fur noitssulated

the ...into:de fur etch of the hypotheses was sketched out briefly :dime.
At this pittt we nncti tit ewlre each hypothesized relationship a bit more
Ihi ,nm :h1v. The between sot i.il and economic complexity and the

c t.f cobe.i,oi is based on the :P.Sullliktiuk! that in is more heterogenotas
is is more possible that the makeu;; of the school board wilt reflect

this het erilgr OteitV Leith a diversity of belief and attitude among individual
nienti is. In addition. italiviuol board inetnhers might be expected to take
a. tios ss hit h ticy pi rt please the thverse interests which will be
litaly t,t esis; in a licier..:..ciat tit.s emit oninent. Furthermore. it seems likely
that !Ands issue: and ;It o!.tems which et!lek le in a district characterized
by so, tat tliersit ti.i!.1.1 he manifested in ;ward conflict, even though board
111Clithers Li; I 1 th-lii1.11ely "keep the lid mt."

the het:seen thorn i saei.il status and cohesion is based on the
K.tituption that d st dtm district it is metre probable that conflict-

m nt skills would he valued and possessed by school board members.
Thns t lin I lie t would be supple...LA and cohesion aehieved.

As iodic-tied tallier, the linkage between electoral competition and low
cohesion is based on more tennou assumptions. Electoral c mpetition would
ptoahly reflect mole open and well- defined political conflicts in the district
whit It might well he reflected is conflicts on the board. The study of
jennin.6, and Zeigler on interest group activity in public school politics gave
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some indication that this may be the cue, since competitiveness tends to
bring boards and interest groups into closer contact 44

The linkage between superintendent dominance and board cohesion is
well-supported in both the school board literature and in research involving
strong leadership (especially task leadership) and group behavior generally.
Our dimensions of superintendent dominance include aspects of recruitment,
divisionof-labor, and opposition. For recruitment, we are su esting mat the
most dominated boards will have a substantial number of superintendent-
recruited members. In addition, the literature suggests that superintendents
can often dominate self-recruited members as easily as those who are super-
intendent-recruited, since self-recruited members usually attempt to represent
the entire community (rather than "special interests") and when this role-
conception is translated into decision-making, it usually means submitting to
the judgment of the professionals when it comes to the making of important
educational decisions." Only board members who are "other-recruited"
present a genuine threat to this superintendent because they may. in many
cases, be representing various groups or interests within the constituency,
some of which arc likely to be overtly anti-superintendent. and probably
these members would be less likely to adopt the no-conflict norm." Thus
the most cohesive boards should be those with the most superintendent-
recruited members and the least cohesive boards those with the most other-
recruited members.

The other two dimensions of superintendent dominance are fairly obvi-
ous. We are suggesting that where there is significant opposition to the
superintendent. his dominance is clearly in question, and conflict rather than
cohesion is likely to result. Our dimension of divition-olabor involves an
assessment of how readily board members are willing to defer to the super-
intendent's judgment in a number of various substantive areas over which
they. as board members, have at least some legal responsibility. If they are
willing to so defer, superintendent-dominance is confirmed and cohesion is
the expected result. If. however, they assert their responsibility to any
significant degree, challenging the superintendent's dominance. conflict
would be the expected consequence.

The fifth hypothesis, which stre,ses the importance of shared attitudes
and values as contributors to cohesion. is one which emerges from the small
group theory of social psychology discussed earlier. Because of Barber's
arguments about the inapplicability of this theory to real-life political be-
havior. we expect this hypothesized relationship to be weaker than those
relationships involving superintendent dominance. Items selected for testing

'limning% and Zeigler, p. 25.
" The most penetrating analysts of this phenomenon is presented in Norman D.

Kerr. "The School Board as an Agency of Legitimation," Sociology of Education. 38
(Fall, 1964, pp. 94 -59. See also the Eliot article cited earlier.

" See Frank E. Williamson, "A Study of the Causes of Discordant School Boards"
(Unpublished Ed.D. Dissertation, University of Southern California, 1961), and Edward
54. Tuttle. School Board Leadership in America (Danville, Interstate Printers and
Publishers, 1958), pp. 30.91.
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this :tpoilti. intls a rather wide range of topics fur which the degree of
int .rzreentut will be me isnred. We are most concerned with dis-
ciksi .nia It cif these issue.; is most relevant to board conflict.

tan oliginal live hypotheses arc re-stated (in hypotheses la-5a) to account
for tile uticts of the contrni variables. Essentially, the entilol ririablcstiltuuirl nigtfic It the external variable rlathniships (hypotheses 1-3) when
bleats are non-iiadated and -weaken them when boards are insulated. Con-
versely. the internal variable relationships (hypotheses I-5) are expected to be
sal en 41 betted when boards are insulated and weakened when boards arc
itn.iia! tied. .1 hese spt fathom arc based On the obvious assumption that if
a sdu:01 Im..rd member is insulated from his constituency by one or more
fctors. he is more likely to mak.: his decision on the basis of features internal
to the group, but if he is left relatively "exposed" to constituency pressures
and demands, these external factors will be considered when decisions are
made.

Operationalizing of Variables and Data Collection

De:swat/a viriahie

In r.rder to build upon Eadauts research on city councils, the dependent
varialde was operationally defined in this study using his measure of deci-
sional conflict. 'Ile use of s.eig.pnetric items on the questionnaire which was
administered to st hoot board teern':ers allowed each board to be categorized
as hipotae, when there are two consistent and identifiable blocs on the board,
untplor when no apparent conflict exists, or nunputar, when conflict exists
without discernibk patterns or consistent bloes.4 7 Thus, cohesion was opera-
tion:dived as an ordinal variable, with bipolar meaning Mast cohesive% non-
polar r.etratlv cohesive, and unipolar most cohesive." Of the fifty-seven
milord boards included in the sample, seventeen (29.8%) were found to be
unipoLu a twenty-six (45.6%) nonpolar, and fourteen (24.6%) bipolar.

nth ripat Keitlotec

1't3r sin ioi.e..n.rmi complexity. tierce different measures have been used.
The Orly:est int astire empinys a method adapted from the Jennings-Zeigler
study: wlielete: ceps di,arits were divided into three categories: Metro.
!mina% if the st heed district was located in a metropolitan cuunty: urban, if

4 ?Sri' :7 511 lair ar discussion eel the typology and an ocample of one
simian 1.1 lit item it th.: study.

e 7 ee be' mole a ste,ie it. t .. were eategorired as follo.vs: A bipolar board Is one
lee shi. it at I. ao ;in-. in the lpoodnts ackorostedne "substantial inuffict" am Q. 17
(i.e., th their board "ot .asionatly is not unanimous" or that it is "more often split than
Ulkoniaone." and at bast 511'1, also observed consistent blocs on Q. :11 aneltor Q. 22. A

hoard was one when ar least mree of the members perceived "substantialrimili. i" no Q. 17 or Rove clear it/1,4.101ms on Q. 20.21, or 22 that serious conflict waspr., la, but blocs were flit knowhitged or were inconsistently defined. Unaunipolar
bo..111. moic than one oinher observed any substantial cunt-jet; in most caws, no
member reported me at

Jennings end /t ireera pp. 12.13.
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the school district contained a city of at least 10,000; and rural, if the district
did not contain a city over 10,000. Jennings and Zeigler found that simply
dichototnizing social complexity into metropolitan and non-metropolitan
enabled them to account for variance in the dependent variable just as well as
using more precise census bureau data. We added a third category, urban,
because of the fact that there are so few Kentucky school districts in
metropolitan counties. However, the urban category produced only four
school districts, resulting in a sample which included twelve metropolitan
districts, four urban districts, and forty-one rural districts. In some parts of
the analysis, this necessitated combining the urban and metropolitan districts.

Other measures of social complexity involved school district enrollment
size and the proportion of Negroes in the district. For these measures, cutting
points were made to allow relatively equal distribution among four categories
for each variable.

For social status, census bureau data wet° collected for each district on
levels of median education and family income, and cutting points were
established as above. The "social status" variable combined the measures for
education and income into a single ranking.

Fur electoral competition, the proportion of votes cast for losing candi-
dates for the school board in the last four elections (1964.70) was determined
for each district. Districts were ranked and divided into four categories with
cutting points made on the basis of percentages.

!Memel (Grump) Variables

Three measures were used for superintendent - dominance. Recruitment
was measured using two questions which allowed us to classify board
members as self-recruited, other-recruited, or superintendent-recruited."
Each board was classified as to the dominant pattern of recruitment. For the
second measure, the extent of opposition to the superintendent was classified
into three categories, on the basis of responses to the relevant questionnaire
item. Boards where no members opposed the superintendent (n=38) were
compared with boards where one member was in opposition (n=8). The third
measure, division-of-labor, involved a tabula..on of responses to a multiple-
response item on the questionnaire where board members were asked to
assess the relative contribution to decision-making of the superintendent and
board, in seven decisional areas. The "index of superintendent dominance"
was based on an assessment of the number of board members who observed
that decisions were made either entirely by the board or with the hoard
"taking the lead" in joint superintendent-board decisions. Adding together
the total number of these responses for each board member on each deci-
sional area (controlling for the number of respondents per board resulted in a
total possible number of 28 such responses) produced a very small number

"1° Respondents were asked if running for officewas their own idea or if others had
asked them to run. If an Individual said is was his own idea, be was classified as
selkecruitcd. If he indicated others and asked him, he was then asked if the superinten.
dent was one of those who did so. If he responded "Yes", he was classified as
superintendenecruited, if "No", he was classified as other-recruited.
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for turmt !eads." Onthial (19) of the boards had a total of no more than
one St!. Ii lespose (9 Iced 0, 10 and 1). atiOther third had either two or three
such rsroses (12 aml 7 repectivel),), and the final third had between four
and nine such responses (3, , 6, 3, 2. and I respectively). Thus, these three
categories were labelled as "high," "moderate," and "low" superintendent
dominance, rspectivtly, for purposes of testing the hypothesis.

Two dimensions of shared attitudes were onsidetcd. The first involved
whether attitudes toward representational role were widely shared. There are
two basic types of rote otientation. The "delegate" believes that a representa-
tive making a decision should do what the public wants, even if it is not his
own personal preference; The "trustee" fells that he should use his own
judgment, reprdless of what his constituents want him to do. By using a
questionndiee item, we were able to determine whether either the delegate or
trustee rote was held by all (or nearly all) of the board members, or whether
no dor:tin:int pattern existed. Boards were originally classified as "un-
animous," "near.unanitnous," or "divided" with respect to role orientation,
but the categories were revised because of the small number of delegate board
membeis. Our sample of boards included thirty-two where all members
considered themselves trustees, nineteen where there was just one delegate.
and Iml sis. on whit h there was more thin one delegate.

For the second dimension of shared attitudes, board members were asked
to rsind to a series of tinestions :Rising their opinions on certain contempo-
rary iates in education. inducting desegregation, teacher participation, and

la! and state control of education. From these responses, we were able to
determiue whether be members were in agreement on all these issues,
some of them, or none or them. Boards were classified as unanimous,
nearunanimou (all but one agreeing), and &tded on each of these issues.

('.tonal tio.tsuroo) vapiaks

is-spouses to three questionnahe items an index of demand perces,-
tt.n: ( "ibm.m.r. I root dick constituents) was constructed for each respondent
(mine, a sum of item re+p nses), and then for each board (by using the mean
Of the others' respons...$) which rtsaltrd in each hoard being classified as

den amts to be "s cry high, "low." or "very low."
r, d c,mpetitian was measured usiog two questionnaire items. An

Wes %vas c csnoroied as with d inund prrtiption and ultimately each board
was c !ossified as perceiving "much." "some," or "little" competition.

The third coarool variable simply involved the median number of years of
service or tenure for each board, calculated from member responses to the
questionaire. When the controls were um; in the :analysis, each of these
vAriabic% was dichotomized, with the two top and the two bottom categories
collaps.d into one for perceived demand, and the "some" and "little"

' niginally iv, bad iniviiiied to rharacterbie the division-of-labor in each of the
,etch Jr.." of however. since superintendent dominance of most

Aest in merx arts examined this combined measure seemed to he the best
tact nun: e t. measure board partidpation in decision-waking in a general way.



categories collapsed into one for perceived competition. For the tenure
variable, less than six years of service was defined as "low," and six years of
service or more as "high."

Attu Collection

The decision to use a mail questionnaire as the primary source of data
was deemed necessary for reasons of the judicious use of time and resources.
It was felt that in order to study a large enough number of school boards, a
questionnaire distributed by mail was the only feasible alternative, given the
financial resources of the researcher. Questionnaires were sent to all board
members in Kentucky, a total of 960 individuals serving on 192 school
boards.s2 Accompanying the questionnaire was a letter of explanation from
the author and a letter of endorsement from the Kentucky School Boards
Association. The response rate was very encouraging. A total of 528 respon-
dents returned their questionnaires before the coding and data processing
procedures were completed (two more were received too late to be included).
Thus a 55% rate of response was achieved, and data were thereby generated in
sufficient quantity to allow meaningful analysis to proceed.

The researcher felt that for a school board to be included in the sample
nsed for analysis, at least four of its five members would have to respond to
the questionnaire. Fifty-seven boards met this criterion, forty-sax where four
members responded and eleven where all five members responded. This
self-selected sample is subject to some suspicion, since one might suspect that
boards where this kind of interest and cooperation occurred may be atypical
of all boards in the state. These suspicions are probably unwarranted, since
our boards represent some of the richest districts in the state and some of the
poorest, some of the largest and some of the smallest, and the districts
included do nut appear to present any geographic bias. For example, eighteen
of the boards are from districts in Western Kentucky, twenty-one in Central
and Northern Kentucky (approximately between Louisville and Lexington),
and another eighteen in Eastern Kentucky. Thom the available evidence seems
to confirm that our sample was resonably representative.

CONFLICT AND COHESION:
THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL VARIABLES

In this section, we consider various school district characteristics and
their effects on intro -board conflict. The dependent variable, intre-board
conflict, involves a 3-way classification- unipolar, nonpolar. and bipolar-and
each of the fifty-seven school boards in the sample has been so classified. It
may be recalled that the dependent variable has been defined ordinally, with
unipolarity representing the least intra-board conflict and bipolarity repre-
senting the most intra-board conflict. While this section attempts to explain

"During the process of collecting data, two school districts were merged with
other districts, leaving a total of 190 districts existing in Kentucky at the present time.
All but five of these 190 school boards produced at least one respondent.
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differences in the dependent variab!e by examining external (distrit) vari-
:dales, the next section will examine the impact of internal variables, i.e.,
charattetisties of the group (school board) itself.

We begin by examining measures of socio-economic complexity. which
we fees hypeathesited will be directly related to school board conflict.
Variables to be considered here are mrtropolitaniing. district enrollmcnt, and
the proportion of Nrtrues in the district. The fiedings indicated that the
relationships between these variables and cohesion were generally weak,
although there were a few promising tendencies in the expected direction. Of
the complexity measures, metropolitanirrn bad the greatest impact. While the
small number of urban and metropolitan school districts makes it impossible
to draw any firm conensions, it seems apparent that the rural boards tend to
manifest less conflict than do the urban and metropolitan hoards. Less than
20% of the rural boards were classified as bipolar while nearly 40% of the
urban and metropolitan boards were so classified. The rural districts also have
a slightly higher proportiam unipolaa boards.

'Ilse data insolsing district enrollment and polarity showed that there was
a slight tendency for the I.:rgest school districts (over 5000 enrollment) to
leave a nigher proportion of bipolar boards, as expected. however, the
remaintlet of the configuration was quite inconsistent, resulting in a rather
incamsequentLd measure of association. This rather weak relationship indi-
cates that the enrollment of the school district has little impact on school
lawnd conflict or cohesion. This finding may result from the fact that
Kentucky has only three very large districtss3 and only one of these was
included en our sample.

'1 he telationship involving the percentage of Negroes in the district and
polarity was not only weak but it was not in the direction predicted. While
we expected to find the most conflict where the proportion of Negroes was
greatest, we found the lughest percentage of bipolar boards (30.8%) in

t, with less than Negro. Similarly, in districts with the largest
litigeatlaan of Negroes we found relatively more unipolar boards and few
bipolar hoards. It appears. therefore. that the kinds of conillet generated by
rtlatisely large mobers of blacks in a given area are not reflected in the
conflict which emerges among school board members. This conclusion is
reinforced by other findings. relating to board members' attitudes toward
de.:egreeation. whirls .are presented below.

Next we take up measures of social status, which we had predicted would
be inseisely related if* school humid conflicts. here we were concerned with
district education, district income, and a combined income-education
:ne.mttre we have Libelled "social status." The data for district education
measure we have Labelled "social status." The data for district education and
intra-board cohesion showed a very slight relationship in the predicted
direction with a relatively large number of inconsistencies. We found the

S 3 -the three i.triets and their 1971-72 enrollment are Jefferson County, 95, 589;
Lona:Aire Independent, SO, 611% and Fayette County. 36, 370. The next largest district,
Pike Cwitity, had 16,120.
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fewest unipolar boards in the districts with the lowest educational levels (as
expected) but the largest proportion of these low-conflict boards were found
in districts with moderately high education levels (10.5 to 113), not in the
most highly educated districts. Similarly, the highest proportion of bipolar
boards were found, not in the least educated districts, but in districts which
rank moderately low in education level (9.0 to 10.4). Thus, district education
has a rather marginal impact on board cohesion.

The relationship between income and conflict was slightly stronger than
the one just discussed, and in the expected direction, but subject to the same
kinds of inconsistencies. Here the districts ranking lowest in income levels had
substantially fewer low-conflict, unipolar boards than any of the other
groups. However, the proportion of bipolar boards was similar for all income
levels except for districts of moderately high income (575004999 median
family income). Only one-eighth of these districts had bipolar boards while
each of the other income levels produced about one-third of these high-con-
flict hoards. There was also a fairly consistent pattern established when the
nonpolar boards were considered, with these types of boards varying from
33.3% in the high income category to 6.5% in the low income category.

The strongest bivariate relationship discovered using the external vari-
ables occurred when district social status was considered. This variable was
constructed by taking a mean of the income and education categories and
produced a stronger relationship than either of these two variables considered
by themselves. Here we observed that there was a consistent increase in the
proportion of unipolar boards as we moved from "very low" status districts
(9.1%) to "very high" status districts (44.4%). A similar pattern could be
observed by examining the proportion of bipolar boards, although the differ-
ences were not as striking and there was one inconsistency, the "very high"
social status districts having a slightly *vigher proportion of bipolar boards
than the "high" status districts. Thus, while achieving only a moderately
strong negative association with conflict, social status emerged as the most
important external characteristic. This seems o indicate that this measure,
which assumes that a relatively high level of either income or education will
elevate social status, taps a dimension of the school district-board relationship
which could not be accomplished by any of the other external measures.

The final external variable to be considered is the extent of competition
for school board positions, as indicated by the proportion of votes cast for
losing candidates from 1964 to 1970. The data revealed a relatively weak
association in the hypothesized direction, indicating that competition was
related positively to conflict. While there were still inconsistencies, observa-
tion of the proportion of both the bipolar and unipolar boards reveals a fairly
coherent pattern. The low-conflict, unipolar boards varied from 14.3% in the
high competition districts (40% and above) to 41.2% in the low competition
districts (under 20%), while conversely, the low cohesion bipolar boards
varied from slightly more than 10% in districts with little competition to over
40% in the highly competitive districts.

In summary, bivariate relationships involving external variables demon-
strated only a marginal impact on the dependent variable, mtra -board con-
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TAI1LE I

FATERNAL VARIABLES AND vot.matv

Variables Gamma Value Direction
Signitet.MCC

Social Status -.306 as predicted .05
Disnict Income -.261 as predicted .08
District Competition .244 as predicted .09
Metropolitanism .214 as predicted n.s. (p>.10)
District Education -.182 as predicted n.s.
District Enrollment .158 as predicted n.s.
Per Cent Negro -.143 not as predicted nos.

'Based on calculating a z-value fur gamma.

flirt. While each of these variables except per cent Negro were associated with
t in the predicted direction, only sccial status produced a statistically

aigiliti.tilt relationship (see Table 1). District income, competition, and
metropolitanism produced sufficiently strong relationships to indicate that
they could be promising variables for further research, and it will be seen that
controls did substantiate their utility to some extent. After examining the
effect of the control variables on these relationships, we present an assess -
meat of the overall impact of district characteristics.

External Variables and the
Insulation of School Boards

Lich of the relationships between the external variables and boar('
t was controlle.1 for perceived demand, perceived competition, and

length of service in sut h a way as to distinguish between insulated boards and
non-insulated boards. board wt.s cha:acterized as insulated when its
members perceived relatively little demand in their school district and rela-
tively significant competition for school board positions and when the
median number of years service fur board members was relatively high (six
years of above). Ft r boards so characterized, we everted the relationships

ti external variables and conflict to diminish since their members
%%004 be more likely to be insensitive to the demands, needs, and diversities
of the district. which are reflected in the external variables. Conversely, far
boards characterized as non-insulated (high perceiped demand, high perceived
comp titian, Lou' median years service), we expected the relationships to 1_ :
strent betted. Because of the small sample size, control variables were dichoto'
mized and no attempt was made to control for more than one variable at _

time.
Generally, the controls for perceived demand and for median yeast

service operated :is expected for district social status, district competition,
metropolitanism, and district education. The controls for perceived camped-
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lion did not operate as expected for any of the external variables. When
changes occurred in the original relationships, they occurred in the opposite
direction than was expected. That is. boards where members seemed to
perceive little competition (n..32) tended to he more influenced by external
variables than those whose members perceived much competition (n -25).
These findings, while unexpected, are actually in line with literature involving
the relationship between legislators (particularly Congressmen) and their
constituents. Warren Miller, for example. has argued that representatives in
competitive districts are forced by the lack of clear constituency cues to rely
on their own attitudes and sometimes they will even "virtually ignore what
they think to be their district preferences."" While the evidence on this is
conflicting, it is safe to conclude that in many situations, including the
present case of Kentucky school boards, electorally secure representatives are
more likely to be attuned to constituency opinion than are those who
represent more competitive constituencies ." Thus, it appears that our orig-
inal conceptualization was inadequate at this point. A closer and more
perceptive reading of the literature might have more logically led to the
conceptualizing of board members who perceive greater competition as being
"insulated" rather than the electorally secure being so considered.

The rest of this section focuses on the controls for percei.,ed demand and
tenure, where the findings were more in line with hypothesized expectations.
The data for the relationship between district social status and conflict
controlled for perceived demand show that the original relationship, which
was moderately strong, was somewhat stronger for the noninsulated boards,
as was predicted. For this group in the low and very low status districts,
bipolar boards were the most numerous and there were very few unipolar
boatois in elect- categories. On the other hanJ, only twenty per cent of the
boards in the stay high and high status were classified as bipolar. The
rel.iti,mship for the high insulated boards was still relatively strong but
somewhat It.wer than the original relationship.

When the sm-ial statutcohesion relationship was controlled for median
years hericr, the distinction between insulated and non-insulated bawds was
even more marked. For boards with less experienced members (i.e., non-
insulated), there was a strong relationship between the social status of the
district and ntra-board cohesion. The most meaningful finding here is that
there are no unipolar boards for either low or very low status districts. In
locating bipolar boards. however, we found that they were much mote
prevalent in the low social status districts than in high status districts.
Controlling for length of service diminished the original relationship among
high-insulated boards even more than did controlling for perceived demand;
for boards whose members had more experience, the relationship between
social status and conflict was reduced to a very slight one.

"Warren E. Miller, "Majority Rule and The Representative System of Govern.
me. .. minseo. p. 22.

ojewell and Patterson, p. 441.
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Next, we cot'sidcr the relationship between 'attract competition anti
conflict. when controlled for perceive] demand. AS before, the OHO Id
relationship s itS greatly strengthened for the non-insulated boards whose
members perteived much demand in their district. but the relations rip
essentially disappeared among insulated (kw demand perception) boards. For
the first group there was a Steady increase in the proportion of bipolar boards
as we moved from less competitive to more competitive districts. Conversely,
there were no unipolar boards in the most competitive districts and. the
highest proportion of these low-conflict boards was found in the least
competitive districts. For the second group (low perceived demand) it may be
observed that there was no such consistent pattern of board conflict for
insulated boards.

The relationship between district competition and polarity when con-
trolled for median years service resulted in a slightly stronger relationship for
non-insulated hoards than for insulated boards as predicted. However. the
distinction between the two groups was slight.

The data for metropolitanism and cohesion. controlled for perceived
demand. are interesting. The introduction of this control increased the
strength of this relationship from a relatively weak association to the strong-
est relationship discovered among the entire set of external variables, when
the non-insulated boards were considered. Ev-zn though the distribution _

these data resulted :n extremely small cell frequencies, 'hoe was a dear
tend,ncy for the urbara and metropolitan boards to be bipolar while the rura
boards were much more likely to be unipolar on nonpolar. For the insulate(
boards (low perceived demand), on the other hand, this tendency was
completely negated with the measure of association actually becoming nep-
tive, indicating a slight inverse relationship between metropolitanism ant
cottflit t.

A similar picture emerges when the metropolitanism- cohesion relation-
ship is controlled for median length of scrub. r. Again the original relationship
was strengthened for non-insulated boards, in this case, boards with less-
exerinced members. 'the relationship was substantially weakened for the
insulated boards whose members have longer tenure in office. For nom
insolared boards, white four of the eleven metropolitan and urban boards
were high conflict l.ipolar, only three of the nineteen rural boards were -_-
elas :Merl. Similarly. only two of the eleven metropolitan and urban boards
weie el.ossified in the low-conflict. unirolar category while six of the nineteen
rural n.irds were unipolar. r insulated boards the original relationship
essentially 'sv:tshtd out" and no consistent pattern was readily identifiable

Finally, we consider the relationship between district education an
conflict. controlled for board insulatilin. The explanatory power of distric
education as an external variable was greatly enhanced when controls for
length of services(' were introduced, since a relatively weak original relation.

"Controlling for perceived demand molted in differences in the predieta
pattern- a weaker relationship for insulated boards (AM than for noinsulated Wan
(.24i). The.: data are nut presented since the differences are not nearly as striking
when col:trots for median years service ate introduced.
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ship increased to a substantially stronger association for the non-insulated
boards and disappeared entirely for insulated boards. The proportion of
unipolar boards decreased from 42.9% in districts with very high education
levels (12.0 and above) to 37.5% in moderately high education level tate-
gories of districts. While the pattern is not as consistent for bipolar boards,
clearly there were proportionately more of these high conflict boards in the
low-education categories (4 of 11) than in the two high-education categories
(2 of 15). No consistent pattern emerges for boards with more experienced
members, establishing our contention that district education dots not con-
tribute to conflict in insulated hoards.

The relationships between the external variables and intra-board cohe-
sion, controlled for insulation variables. are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
Table 2 considers the control for perceived demand and Table 3 considers the
control for median years service. From these data, we observe tnat each of
these two control variables operated as predic.ed slightly more often than
not: specifically, both controls had the expected effect on the relationships
involving social status, district competition. district education, and metro-
politanism. but not on district income, district enrollment, and per cent
Negro. These controls, then, increase slightly the utility of the external
variables by demonstrating that district competition, education and metr-
politat:ion may have substantial impact upon board conflict and cohesion
under c main conditions. thus. the controls contribute to our understanding
of the relitionslii bctuecti school district characteristics and school board
.4.301i t.

In ascussITIR the icr.& utility of external variables In explaining
%fun, see must conclude that the results were mixed and rather

unspe lac ular. While each of the three hypotheses has been confirmed to the
extent that we have found measura for each of the three external variables,
sot int stout, socio-economic complexity. and competition, sshich have associ
ated in the predicted direction with the dependent variable, conflict, this has
not occurred with each measure, and most of the relationships have not beta
statistically significant. The social status of the district emerged as the single
most important external characteristic related to board conflict with district
competition. education, and metropotitansim also producing some relation-
ships. However, it is obvious that external, district characteristics do not
provide striking and consistent linkages to this aspect of collegial decision-
making. We can probably infer from these findings that school board
members pay less attention to their constituencies than other political
decision-makers, particularly when they are involved in decisions which result
in group conflict. We must look to the group itself, then, to see if deter-
minants of conflict or cohesion are more apparent in that milieu. internal,
soup variables provide the subject of the next section.

CONFLICT AND COHESION:
THE IMPACT OF INTERNAL VARIABLES

In this chapter, we consider the impact of internal variables, i.e., the
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SESI t°""6115.
'.XTERNAL VARIABLES AND POLARITY CONTROLLED

FOR PERCEIVED DEMAND (gamma values)

TAIII.1 2

Perceived Demand
Variable& Iligh Low As Predicted
Social Status -.318 (-.306)11 -.292 yes
District Income -.176 (-.261) -.368 no
District Competition .409 (244) -.027 yes
Iletropolitanism .478 (.214) -.128 yes
District Education -249 (-.182) -.105 yes
District Enrollment -.154 (.158) .474 no
Per Cent Negro -.170 (-.143) -.045 no--_------
'Original relationships (uncontrolled gamma values) presented in parentheses.

TABLE 3

EXTERNAL VARIABLES AND roLmary CONTROLLED
FOR MEDIAN YEARS SIRVICE (gamma salues)

Vari.thles-------_-____
Median Yezal Service

Low HighHigh As Predictet

Social v.t.itus -.423 (-.306)a -.132 yes
locome -.150 (-.261) -.431 ten

Disteit t Competition .276 (.244) .225 yes
Nletropolitanism .329 (.214) .037 yes
District Fall...Ilion -.417 (.382) .050 yes
District Unrollment .089 (.158) .261 no
Per Cett: Neot, -.338 (-.143) .017 no
NIM11.. .101=mowaw

`Original relationships (uncontrolled gamma values) presented in parentheses.

telistics of the group itself. upon intraboard conflict. The genera_
att:;..,i,s of variables examined were of relationships to the superintendent-
ntl st..er .1 to:attires involving "shared attitudes." Dimensions of the relation-

%%ill or the attlytiotemlent to the stl I Imard included teernitanent, super-
intendent dominance, and the depee of apposition to the superintendent.
%mu.' attitudes encompassed the following dimensions: agreement on repre-
sentat lona! role orientation and the inter-group agreement on four ct ntempt).
ray issues, the role of the federal government in education, the role of
gilts ;k1VerilMen: (in this case. Kentucky) in education, the speed of &gest*

,nd teacher participation.



The first internal variable to be considered was method of recruitment.
We had hypothesiled that a school board which was "superintendent-
recruited" would he most cohesive; one which was "self-recruited" would
have moderate conflict, and one which was dominated by "other-recruited"
board members would have the most conflict. Unfortunately, the data did
not allow us to test the hypothesis for two reasons: there were a large number
of boards where no dominant pattern of recruitment emerged, and of the
remaining boards there was a preponderance of other-recruited boards and
only a kw of the other two types. The data did not indicate that there was
any substantial difference in cohesion between the other-recruited boards and
the small number (6) of superintendent-recruited and self-recruited boards.

We must conclude, therefore, that recruitment as we have mersured it
does not seem to explain adequately the presence of conflict for those groups
of decision-makers. We suspect that the main reason for this involved the lack
of superintendent - recruited members on the 57 boards participating in the
study. There were simply not enough of these board members to have any
significant impact on a sufficient number of hoards and thus allow this
variable to produce any meaningful results in analysis.

Next we consider the impact of superintendent dominance on group
conflict. We had hypothesited that the more dominant the superintendent,
the more cohesive the hoard. The data did not substantiate this hypothesis.
Where the superintendent's dominance was the greatest. the proportion of
unipalar b.ards was greatest. as expel teal. It was the boards whieh had

superintendent dominance whit h manifested the must conflict.
h..-- l'% er, the fewest It nil ItlAr !mond.% and the largest proportion of
hoi...tar hoards. Clout, olosrving the proportion of bipolar boards, we found a
c mil:Men relationship meowing, with relatively low conflict for both high
and low supermtendent dominance and relatively high conflict fur the inter-
mediate category of superintendent di mirrance. This finding suggests the
possibility that where either the superintendent or the board establish a
degree of supremacy cohesion Is maintained, but that where uncertainty
exists about which will be dominant, a situation of conflict is more likely to
occur.

The last dimension of the board-superintendent relationship to be
considered was opposition to the superintendent. We found the relationship
between conflict and opposition to the super:ntendent to he a strong and
consistent one. When we examined boards with much opposition (two or
more members opposed), we discovered that all (5) of them were bipolar,
indicating the difficulty of achieving cohesion when there is extensive opposi-
tion to the superintendent. Conversely, among boards with no opposition to
be superintender.t, only two of thirty-eight boards were bipolar, while over
40% were unipolar. On boards where moderate opposition existed, board
conflict was evident but it was not as widespread as among boards where
opposition was greatest. Thus, the strongest relationship for this set of
internal variables, and the only dimension of board-superintendent relation-
ships which clearly helps to explain group cohesion, involves the number of
board members who oppose the superintendent. While this relationship is
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sedate t t to the lil.ely a tin( ism that these two variables to a degree measure the
con.; haractee istie." we would argue that for most boards this is not
neve...tray the I:tse and 01.1t the data themselves demonstrate that. in fact,
different dimensions of behavior arc bring measured. This is most easily seen
by the fact that some of both the nonpotar and bipolar boards fall in the
category of boards where no niembeas opposed the superintendent. There-
fore. it is dear that a major correlate of school board conflict is IPPPIPAitiOPI to
the htnrnitendent. which reinforces our earlier assertions aisout the central
it of the superintendent in the decision-making process of school hoards in
Kentucky. 5 h

Now we tuna to the other set of internal variables, each of which involves:
a dime rsion of shared attitudes among group members. We had hypothesized,
an the basis of the small-group literature which indicated that shared atti-
tudes pa 'emote cohesion, that boards on which all members held the same
repre.entmional role orientation would manifest less conflict than boards
where this kind of unanimity did not exist. However, similar to the situation
with ret !ailment there was an esti emely uneven distribution of responses on
the role (orientation item, with the result that our sample inc-bided a majority
of unanimous "te usace" boards and no hoards with a unanimity of "dele.
gates." Moreover. tlgete apiw tied almost no relationship between shared rote
orientation mid fanflitt; in fact, there was a slight tendency ia the opposite
direetion to that predicted. in that on hoards where there was least agreement
there set mcd to be the least conflict, although this represented only six
boards. 1 !,e :was: Rely explanation for this is the lopsided distribution. With
sue a a 141 propo;tioo of trostees, the role-orientation vaciatele was renderer_
quite I..cies?: sariation ir. levels of conflict.

:1i the four varlai.lc. involving agreement on contemporary issues, its
one who h w.s most elose4. associated with intraboard conflict involved the
iten gi.din; with b.tatil members' affinities toward the role of the federa
govei nmenr. 1;sw.nek weld( are divielvel on this issue arc mut h more likely to
hos t th. those huar1b are unanimous or near.
unaninions f aly one member not agreeing with the others). Of the sma
numb: onanitnoui boards. nutty was classified as bipolar, and only
13-:. of the ucar-tanimous hoards (n=23) were in the bipolar category.
:Itni.ont the di Wed boards, on the other hand, more than one-third were
uula/ mid only five of these shit 4. were unipolar.

Ti.retavre, it appears that the altitudes of board members toward the role
of tl.e fcticr.it gilichmuni in rduation relltxt a dimension of the group

" );,. tea eta. supelenlendiel wAs one of is series
11:1 to I .1'911/1* 11.1,11r i:1111) lil thlcr 1u,l.ttiry idiginks. ursinitui was

in I.t. :m f 1,:i homils where ninol.et. did not answer the swore/at isagree
hot Luolliet an.1;t consistent disision. The,e four boards are

el; ,t11 thou tie. .611.1:1sis .eel et:nustalent opo.ition. here and later in the section.
1llls it, monet, hat tii:: of die work of Miller and Stokes imolving the kinds

of fig %%hit there w.e, agreement between Coogre.t.men and constituener
See '..1..114.11 E. Nletkr and Deenele: stokes, "Constitaeney 140w:rice in Congress," Amer-
ican I' .1.W.-.41 Science !leaden. 57 (Mardi. INA). rope:1.144 p. 49.
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interaction process which is quite salient to the conflict which exists within
the group. The federal government's rule in education, particularly in the area
of federal aid. has been the subject of conflict among educators for many
years. This controversy reached its peak in the years prior to the passage by
congress of the Elementary and Scccndary Education Act of 1965. The issue
of federal aid has been quite complex, involving highly volatile subjects
including religion (aid to parochial schools) and race as well as the more
general problem of resolving fears about "federal control." Overcoming
obstacles to federal aid seemed to hinge more on the specific issues (race and
religion) than .01 the general one. Conflict over federal aid arose within the
educational establishment, with the National School Board Association ex-
pressfng opposition and several other groups, most notably the National
Education Association, being in favor of federal aid. Thus, it is not surprising
to find this issue emerging as a key indicator of decisional conflict for our
sample of school boards.

Other issue variables were not as powerful here but became more impor-
tant when controls were introduced. The reLtionships between conflict and
attitudes toward the role of state government in education and between
conflii t and views on teacher participation were in the predicted direction.
but were substantially weaker than the one jte.t discussed. Thus. we conclude
that 'mid members' attitudes regarding the role of state government in
ethical/on And tow.ud moiler particip.itiott reflect to a degree the type of
t ordla t %Om 11 ist.% on their st hoed boards, but not it. the extent that
atittitr. ti.ss ail the Ertl. rat government 's role in edit ation reflect this
tot:th. t.

tit as of the relationship between agreement on the tin-eel of desegre
paw' and I tiltetitm revealed a very slight relationship in the direction
opposite to that which was predicted. For example, we found that the boards
divided on desegregation had the highest proportion of unipolar boards.
However, in most respects this configuration is full of inconsistent its and no
discernible pattern emerges suggestive of a meaningful relationship. One
possible reason for this could be the uneven distribution of boards for the
independent variable, with nearly two-thirds of the cases being in the
"divided boards" category. Since it is apparently quite difficult for boards to
achieve unanimity or near-unanimity on this issue, this variable has less utility
as a correlate of group conflict than it would if this were not the case.
Probably a more plausible and important reason for the inconsistency of
relationship is that this issue (desegregation) is not particularly relevant to
this group of decicion-makers, in that we are dealing with mostly rural school
districts, approximately threefourths of which have less than 10% Negro
enrollment and only one of which has more than 20% Negro enrollment (and
that just slightly more than 20%).

The entire set of bivariate relationships between internal variables and
conflict are summarized in Table 4. As Indicated earlier, opposition to the
superintendent seems to tap an Important clement of the group process which
is related to conflict and cohesion. However, since this relationship is some.
what obvious. it may be partially discounted. Wht cannot be discounted in
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TABLE 4

INTERNAL VARIABLES AND POLAREIT

Gamma Value

Relationship to Superintendent
Superintendent Domioance -.078
Oppsition to Supt. .886
Re' ruit tr.... .196

Shared Attitudes
Role Orientation .123
A:triling& Ft dew! Govt. -.502
Agreement-State Govt. -.302
Agreentent-'1'eather

Militancy -.252
Agreement-Desegregation .179

" Rased on calculating a z-value for gamma.

Significance
Direction kvcla

no relationship n.s. (p>.10)
as predicted .001
no relationship n.s.

nut as predicted n.s.
as predicted .01
as predicted .08

as predicted .10
nut as predicted n.s.

1 is the fief that three of the fnt issue areas produced fairly impressive
rela:iiniships with the dependent variable. The rote of the federd government
emeiged AS the vaiable with the most promise, and this finding was discussed
in the context of federal aid and the conflict engendered by this issue. The
other two issue areas. involving state rovernment and teacher participation;
K0'111E1'91 weaker relationships in the predicted direction. While opposition to
the 3uprintedent is obviously an important correlate ofgroup conflict. it is
the finding that e..% iteS arc important which stands out at this point in the
diseussitm.

INTERNAL VARIABLES AND THE INSULATION
OF GROUP MEMBERS

At this point three control variables, which have been characterized as
irolition vaiables, were intr.uluce.l to determine their impart on the orig.
huh Itivariate relaticoships. We have hypothesized that where the control
variablt s. p. r. eid demand. tnre rived competition, and length if service,
orriot to imolai'. the Nun/ from the environment, the anginal relationships
(gamm values ink 'Handled) will he strengthened, situ e the internal inter-
action of the vent/ will lir Ahmed to proceed without much regard to
oacriial pressures and demandA. On the other hand, where the control
variables operate to leave the board "non-insulated," the original relationships
should 1w weaker. since the members of the group will be forced to consider
the es,ternal environment when formulating their decisions.
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TABLE 5

INTERNAL VARIABLES AND POLARITY
CONTROLLED FOR PERCEIVED COMPETITION'

(gamma value)

Variable

Perceived Competition
High Low

(Non-Insulated (Insulated)
As

Predicted

Supt. Dominance -.271 (-.078) .041 No
Opposition to Supt. .907 (.886) .808 No
Role orientation -.278 (.123) .372 No
Agreement-Fed. Govt. -.211 (-.502) -.767 Yes
Aga eement States Govt. -.439 (-.302) -.204 No
Agreement-Teacher

Participation -.269 (-.252) -.232 No
Agreement - Desegregation .240 (.179) .521 No

`Original relationships (uncontrolled gamma values) presented in parentheses.

GE:lt-Ally, the c ontrol %Triable% did not have a striking impact on the
original itlatiomhips. -I he only relationship which was enhanced by the
clattia.1 far perteired cornPtition (see Table 5) was the relationship between
are, "I en t un tfi rule of the federal government and board conflict. For each
of the ',it:ET variables there either was relatively little change in the original
relation hip or the change was in the opposite direction to that which was
predicted.

These findings reinforce our earlier discussion of the importance of the
federal government and the issue of federa. aid. However, it is somewhat
puzzling to observe that perceived competition, which failed to operate
effectively as a control variable eleswhere, worked quite well in this single
instance. Evidently, attitudes toward the federal government reflect one
dimension of the board members' decisional apparatus where the perception
of competition is a salient factor, and hoard members who perceive relatively
little competition do, in fact, behave as if they were "insulated," as our
original conceptualization suggested. This is probably a consequence of the
fact that the question of the role of the federal government in education,
particularly the issue of federal aid, has been an explicitly partisan issue, and
this "partisanship" is apparently manifested among local school boards in a
concern about competition as decisions are made. Thus, where this issue is
involved, school board members are probably more like political decision-
makers at the state and national levels, in their concern about competition.
On other Issues, they revert back to their "normal" behavior of nonpartisan-
ship, showing little concern about electoral competition.
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TABLE 6

ENTERNAI. VARIABLES AND POLARITY
CONTROLLED FOR MEDIAN YEARS SERVICE

(gamma values)
..leas

Low
(Non-Insulated)

High
(Insulated)

As
Predicted

Supt. Dominane .247 (-.078)a ..366 Yes
Opposition to Supt. .776 (.886) 1.000 Yes
Role Orientatitm .059 (.123) .212 No
Agreement-Fed. tom. -.595 (-.502) -.409 No
AgreementState Govt. -.3.16 (-.302) -.246 No
Agreement-Desegregation .065 (.179) .358 No
Agreement-Teacher

Militancy -.309 (-.252) -.168 No

"original relationships (uncontrolled gamma values) present in parentheses.

The effect of experience in Wive as a control variable is summarimi in
Table G. Here we observe that the strength of the relationships for both the
superimendent.rc later' variables was amplified in the expected direction, but
the variable did nut operate as expected for any of the shared attitude
varialtie::; in fact, for several of these, the control variable operated in
precisely the opposite manner to that which was predicted. This suggests that
fur hards where must members had served fur a relatively short period of
time shared aitintJes were more indicative of cohesion than when members
have screed longer, perhaps because members of the latter type have focused
their attention on the superintendent as being the most important source of
intern..1 cues for decision-tmking.

In tables 7 and 8. data for the two cases where experience in uffice as a
contrt.l Variable did operate as predicted ire presented. in Table 7, we see
that an Initially strong tg snitna-=.SS1+1 relationship between superintendent
opfamitifin and t increased to a perfect relationship for the insulated
ho..rds. and diminished sli:1114 (to .776) for non-insulated boards. These data
need not he di:cussed farther since both parts of Tattle 7 involve clear and
our;etent patterns. with the bottom of the table (for insulated hairds)
simply 11ing more consistent. In Table 8, where there originally existed no
relationship b.-twecn superinttztlent-dotttinatice and conflict (gamma =

we now observe a relatively respectable relationship (-.366) between
these two variables under the condition of longer experience. For these
insulated boards at the bottom of Table S. we observe a steady increase in the
number of cohesive, unipolar boards as we move um less to more super-
intendent-dominance. Observing the bipolar boards, we see that there is a
smaller proporion of there: high-conflict boards among the group of boards
most dominatcd by the super:maxim, as expected. However. we note an



TABLE 7

OPPOSITION TO SUPERINTENDENT AND
POLARITY CONTROLLED FOR MEDIAN YEARS SERVICE

Number Opposing Superintendent
None One Two or More Total

A. Median Years Service Low (Less than 6.0)
Unipolar 36.8% 14.3% 0.0% 28.6%
Nonpolar 57.9 42.9 0.0 50.0
Bipolar 5.3 42.9 100.0 21.4

100.0% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0%
N= 19 7 2 28
Gamma sw -.776

B. Median Years Service High (6.0 or more)
Unipolar 47.4% 0.0'. 0.0% 36.0%
Nonpolar 47.4 0.0 0.0 36.0
Bipolar 5.3 100.0 100.0 28.0

100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
N 19 3 3 25
Gamma ,E -1.000

TABLE 8

SUPERINTENDENT DOMINANCE AND POLARITY
CONTROLLED FOR MEDIAN YEARS SERVICE

Superintendent Dominance
High Moderate Low Total

A. Median Years Service Low (Less than 6.0)
Unipolar 37.5% 10.0% 33.3% 26.7%
Nonpolar 25.0 60.0 58.3 50.0
Bipolar 371 30.0 8.3 23.3

100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0%
N 8 10 12 30
Gamma in -.247

B. Median Years Service High (6.0 or more)
Unipolar 45.5% 33.3% 14.3% 33.3%
Nonpo lar 45.5 22.2 57.1 40.7
Bipolar 9.1 44.4 28.6 25.9

100.1% 99.9% 100.0% 99.9%N 11 9 7 27
Gamma .866



BEST Copy AVABJUILEincousisteney here for moderately-dominated boar which have a higher
propsalion of ipoli,r boards than do those classified as low-domioated.
hub. ales that the ontrol variable has eliminated some, but not all, of the
cursilinearity exhibited in the original relationship (see Table 2 and relatee
diucussion). For the non-insulate-I boards (top of Table 8), we observe tha
ehe rdationship has become slightly negative, evert though some a the
original urslinearity exhts here as well. Thus, we may revise our origina.
conclusion aluntt the curvilinear relationship between superintendent,
dominance and conflict. We are now in a rusition to assert that while there it
a tendem v toward high cohesion among both high-dominated and low
dotnitiated bonds, high-dominated boards are more likely to be cohesive
whet, members have more years of experience while low- dominated hoardt
wfm:111 tend to cohesive wit). less-experienced members. This reinforces the
statement made earlier about more experienced members looking to the
superintendent for decision-making cues. It also suggests that board members
who cannot adjust to superintendent dominance will not seek re-election.

Finally, we consider the impact of perceived demand as a control val.'.
able. Its overall effect is summarized in Table 9. It may be observed from this
table that controlliog for prrceired demand again amplified the relationship
between superintendent opposition and conflict as the previous contra
variable did, and also had some impact in the predicted direction on two of
the use Ishared at titudes" variables not affected by the other insulation
variables. both involving /cws. In particular, the relationship between agree
mnt e,Ft f och.7 flrIitrf u&iiti and con,tht was much stronger among boards
which were ;maned by a lower perception of external demands. 'I he
relationship involving state government was affected only slightly. All of the
other relationships moved in the opposite direction to that predicted, hu-
tho..e movements were too slight to be assigned any meaning. Thus, we mus
conclude t!sm, while none of the control variables were very effective for the
interval variahie relationships, perceived demand seemed to be somewha
metre important than the other two controls in that it enhanced two adc
thou! "shared attitudes" reLtion :.hips, thus improving the explanatory trowel
of the internal variables under consideration.

'[he data involvinx the relationship between opposition to the superinten.
deed and conflict are impressive. The perceived demand control seems 7
OW t most effectively hero, in hat the relationship as described by the
meastne of asyciation is a perfect one (gamma = 1.00). Thus, the control fa

demand Tein 'Nes our earlier assertions about the importarr
t of this iutrtn.ti sariable.

11 I e agreencett t A On rt.ach,-r partiipation-conflict &tit arc quite sign ..

leant. Ilere reladvels Waal as.mcia0.on (gamma = herami
marl 'A strett.ttr l27) who. n the insulated boards were examined alone
Thus. controlling for percbed demand more clearly established the Inver
tans e of :mother issue. leacher partit ipution. It appears that school boards
more sensitive to public demands in this issue area than in the other area
considered. Moreover, the findings demonstrate that the issue of teacher
participation in decistoum,ds;ng can be an important indicator of grou



TABLE 9

INTERNAL VARIABLES AND POLARITY
CONTROLLED FOR PERCEIVED DEMAND

(gamma values)

Variable

Perceived Demand
High

(Non-Insulated)
Low As

(Insulated) Predicted
Supt. Dominance -.164 (-.078)' .101 No
Opposition to Supt. .778 (.88) 1.000 Yes
Role Orientation .134 (.123) .053 No
Agreement-Fed. Govt. -.572 (-.502) -.400 No
Agreement-State Govt. -.286 (-.302) -.298 Yes
Agreement-Desegregation .167 (.179) .020 No
Agreement-Participation .158 (-252) -.427 Yes

'Original relationships (uncontrolled gamma values) presented in parentheses.

cohesion or conflict. particularly among boards where demand levels are
perceived to be relatively low.

Thus, we conclude the discussion of internal variables with the realization
that while many of the hypotheses were not confirmed conclusively, there
were some significant findings which seem to help explain varying degrees of
groin" conflict and cohesion among Kentucky school boards. The analysis
prodiu ell several internal variables which have considerable power to explain
variations in conflict among these groups of decision-makers.

While opposition to the superintendent emerged as the single most
important internal variable, confirming our expectations that school board
decision-making seems to focus on the personality of the superintendent. the
most prominent finding concerned the imporeance of issues to the aspect of
decision-making under examination. Even though these findings were hypoth-
esized, a political scientist is always surprised when he finds issues playing an
important role in political behavior. After all, the conventional wisdom, based
on several voting behavior studies, has been that there is a "widespread lack
of familiarity with prominent issues of public policy" among most voters.s
While this position has been challenged, the notion persists that issues are the
least important factor in voting behavior, being much less compelling thanparty or candidate.

In order to ur.lentand the findings of the present study, then, we must
regard school board members as elites to whom issues are important.
McClosky, for example, found in comparing "influentials" (delegates to

"Angus Campbell, et al., The American Voter (New York: John Wiley, 1960), p.188. See especially Chapters 8 and 9.
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national party conventiiit? to the electorite that the "influentials" tended to
come from the more articulate segments of society and, on the average, to be
politically more aware than their followers and far better informed about
issues." lie found the elites to be more likely to have opinions on public
questions, to be more partisan, more ideologically consistent in their views,
and " ... far better able than the decimate to select leaders whose political
philosophy they share."" Mcaosky suggests that this is so because
" . . . a c t i v e political involvement heightens one's sense of intellectual order
and commitment," and he characterized the elites as possessing "superior
ideological sophistication."62 Thus, applying this argument to our respon-
dents, along with other findings presented earlier, suggests that educational
decision-makers have important similarities to other political decision-makers
at the state and federal levels.

CONCLUSIONS

ibis section contains a brief summation of some of the finding, of the
preceding sections. The primary purpose is to examine and compare the
differential impact upon school board conflict of external variables and
internal variables. Before doing this, however, we hcrc summarize some
descriptive findings nut presented above.

The individual responses of over 500 Kentucky school board members
revealed some interesting information. This information was not related to
the Yaiothesis testing which constituted the major thrust of this project, and
the findings we re lar:!...ly replicative of earlier studies. However, because they
relate school board decision-making to the political process, several of the
tofu fusions, including the following, could prove quite useful to political
scientists:

1. Over one -fifth of the respondents (22.6%) acknowledged that they were
tErectly re< ruited by the superintendent.

2. Nearly one-half (49.3::.) of the respondents said that the superintendent
;col his Isiah ies were "usually" or "sometimes" election issues.

3. More than half of the superintendent-recruited members had, before
election to their positions. been appointed by the hoard to complete an
unexpired term of one who had resigned.

4. Over x5n of the respondents chose the "trustee" representational role
or ientation over the "delegate" alternative.

5. 'Ti'e superintendent plays the )carding role in every decisional area about
whit la hoard members were questioned, lie is most dominant in the areas
of the instriu timid program and the budget and least dominant in the
areas of public relations and new buildings.

' Herbert McChaky, rt at,. "issue Conflict and Consensus Among Party Leaders
and Followers," American Political S- sera? Review, 54 (June, 1960), p. 420.

' Herbert NhClosky, "Consensus and Ideology in American Politics," American
Potiiii al Selena. Review, 5.3 (June, 1964), pp. 37243.

sat p. 372.
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TABLE 10

EXTERNAL VS. INTERNAL VARIABLES
B1VARIATE RELATIONSHIPS

Gamma Value
Significance

Level
External Variables

Social Status -.306 .05
District Income -.261 .08
District Competition .244 .10

Internal Variables
Opposition to Supt. .886 .001
Agreement-Role of

Fed. Government -.502 .01
Agreement-Role of

State Government -.302 .08
Agreement-Teacher

Militancy -.252 .10

6. Board members who perceived substantial conflict on their boards found
board service to be less enjoyable than those who reported less serious
conflict.

7. Perceptions of intra-board conflict and school district conflict (resulting
from board decisions) were significantly related.

8. Superintendent-recruited members reported less board conflict.
9. Board members reporting greater involvement of the superintendent in

board campaigns were more likely to perceive substantial intra-board
conflict.

10. Political Independents tended to report less conflict than Democrats or
Republicans.

The hypothesis-testing resulted in relatively few statistically significant
relationships. The external and internal variables introducing the most signif-
icant hivariate relationships (all achieving a probability level of .10 or less) are
enumerated in Table 10, along with their gamma values and significance
levels. The data in Table 10 would seem to indicate that internal variables are
somewhat more important than external variables. Among the internal vari-
ables, opposition to the superintendent produced a strong relationship with
the dependent variable, so strong that it seems possible that the two variables
are measuring the same type of behavior, even though there are indications to
the contrary, presented earlier. The other internal variables producing mean-
ingful relationships are all related to issue agreement among board members.
Obviously, the most prominent variable here is agreement on the issue of the
federal government, with the issues of the role of state government and
'acher partidpation also emerging as fairly important. We have discussed
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radii.' the significancy of issues for school board decision-making, particularly
the issue involsieg the federal government.

Of the three etint:fittieny vaiialiles, we again observe that the only
variable to achieve a significant relationship at a generally accepted level
(p.05) is the extern.d variable lahnled "social status," whirl, nompases
measures of both district income and education. The streughts of the relation
ships invoking income and competition indicate that they should not be
Joined in future research. even though they fail to ;Maio acceptable
titai simificance. It should be pointed out that those three variables emerged
as lunch more ineiative of board conflict than other measures of district
charai tee isties which we had expected would be powerful. These inhultd
measures of distric t heterogeneity metropolitanism. district size and percent
Negri) :end also 11w simple measure of district eduatinn. The fart that
disc.ie t competition was apparently more powerful than some of the "non.
politic al" -variables was particularly surprising. itt light of some of the recent
research which downgrades the importance of such variables and also because
the respondents themselves generally dismissed the saliency of electoral
threat. tic summary, then. the hivariate analysis suggested that grany variables
were sti.,htly more important than constituency variables, that shared atti
onl% oet issues nett. the most meaningful group variables, and that sorted
s:arui was the mom ignifil ant external variable, even though ctimpetition

Ott, tee readily denis il.
this hie ,oate retaii.ostlips v.:re controlled. the relative importance of

the ....rubles ju st this. used was clarified aunt modified to some extent. Table
I 1 esents the %%Titbit.. which ',rotten ed the strongest relationships (in the
milli' tilt dneur:on) when controls were introduced. Thai is. each of the
external tarahit's at the top of the Ode produced a stronger relationship
when control %%triable isolated the boards which were "likOil-ileSidated"
becatis c.f hi :it levels of demand and a relatively short length of service for
bar.! member_.. Lich of the internal variables at the bottom of the table
be, nee inure piton tut under conditions of "insulation" low levels of
demand .1m1 c ompetition and a relatively longer period of board member
tenure. Ail v.n i lilt s have been int hided width produced a relatively strong

e (1 as,,, Labial (e.tona values greater than JO). From these data. two
fafins m.o. he tiltserved. We are able to determine which of each se-

of vat ;.11,:es noi;te powerful under the most favorable conditions,
far ',amok ate cncernd. Also, we may make some assessment cC, which
cl,trids have the most nellity,

wt. a in find the relationships for internal variables to be of
greater ei.e.;:titude than those tor external variables. However. the reason
one it of this ins ..Ises the extremely high eorrelatitin values for the interne
Valialpli to 111C SOpiillIrOdeol: to whit it we have tender
be!..inse of the its her obvious native of the relationship, to give less ,onside
ation. Besides this, we observe that the controls have little impact on "
internal varia:des, as only one additic t.el variable, "superintendent dom
nun. c." is added to the original group of important variables presented
Tattle 10. On the Oilier Lind, two additional variables. meteopoticanism
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district education emerge as relatively powerful among the external variables
when controls are introduced and the significance of the originally important
variables is reinforced. Thus, we may conclude that while internal, group
variables remain most compelling in explaining school board conflict, a series
of external variables adds a good deal of explanatory import to this study of
group conflict and cohesion, particularly when the group is exposed to
constituency pressures and demands. The data at the top of Table I 1 reveal
that social status characteristics, heterogeneity characteristics. and competi-
tion all contribute (either positively or negatively) to group conflict. The
information in Table 11 also indicates that both perceived demand and length
of service have had some utility in this analysis, especially for external
variahlcs, but that perceived competition is quite ineffective except in the one
issue area (role of federal government) discussed previously.

The findings are recapitulated in schematic form in figures 1 and 2.
However, for this presentation, we have separated the variables contributing
to cohesion (Figure 1) from those which contribute to intragrotrp conflict
(Figure 2). In Figure 1, we may observe in a different format the relative
importance of each of the variables which contribute significantly to school
board cohesion (lack of conflict), both with and without controls (the
unbroken lines representing bivariate relationships; broken fines showing
introduction of controls). Among the diatrict characteristics. it is readily
apparent th.st social status is most important. as it achieves significant
bivariate rvi.ttiondlip with s nbrunn whit h is strengthened for both cottruis
(pereivs tl demur:II and t-nsre). We .11.0 observe that rhos-tit education is an
important oritributor to f 'At tietn only when perceived demands expose
boards to the externil emironmetst. Among the group variables. each of the
issue variables involving %hared attitudes contributes meaningfully to cohesion
even before controls are introduced to insulate the group. l or t onditions of
insulation. we observe a strengthening of both the federal government vari-
able (Olen perceived competition is tow) and the teacher militancy variable
(when (unmated for perceived demands). Finally, we note that superinten.
dent dominance contributes to cohesion only when long tenure insulates the
boards from the external environment.

In Figure 2 we discover that only three of the variables being considered
are meaningfully related to school board conflict: district competition and
metropolitanism of the districts characteristics and opposition to the super.
intenslent, the only internal variable. Obviously, the latter variable is predron
inant whether considered by itself or controlled for insulation. On the other
hand, the two external variables do not really contribute meaningfully to
conflict until controls are introduced which expose the group to the external
environment. Thus, these two rudimentary models form a groundwork upon
which to build additional generalisations about school board decisionmaking.

What is the main significance of these findings, both to educators and
political scientists? In a general sense, it would seem that both groups should
be aware of the fact that educational decisionmaking is an area where
processes occur which are essentially political and may be subjected to
fruitful anaylsis focusing on political variables. In this study, we discovered
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TABLE 11

EXTERNAL VS. INTERNAL VARIABLES
CONIROLI.ED FOR INSULATION

Variable Gamma Value
SiglinCionce

Level

External Variables (Non-Insulated)
Metropolitanism .478
District Education -.447
Social SI Ault -.423
Di%triet Competition .409
Social Status -.348
Metropolitanism .329

Internal Variables 'Insulated)
Opposition to Supt. 1.000
Oppothion to Supt. 1.000
Agreeraetat-red. -.767

Govt.
Agreement 1 eacher

Militancy -.427
Shpt. Dominance -.366

I +I ..MIPo

Control

.08 Perceived Demand

.05 Length of Service

. 06 Length of Service

.06 Perceived Demand

. 09 Perceived Demand

. 10 Length of Service

.001
.001

.01

Perceived Demand
Length of Service
Perceived Competition

.07 Perceived Demand
.09 Length of Service

the existence of conflict. one of the chief components of politics, among
grotilas or decision m tker %here some have argued that no conflict should or
does es:.st. Further. ac found this conflict linked in a meaningful way to
cou.situem y tailors. establishing that school hoard memhers do not make
ate:r 41-4 .n internal tors alone but seem to be aware of some
re.:pousibilatics represtotaaics of their constituents. Political aientists
h-as.41 l.r its:ere-4:J to 1.114W that. ;n several ways, board members bchase
lil.e palit:c.d de, isionam.kers in other areas. particularly 1c:tisk:tors at the
stile local lcsels.63 11-is assertion is spported most effectively by the
tettttte; tin Iht. !MI/0MM e of perceived denand as a control vaitable. It is

that perception of cc !tol district cicanands, unlike perceptions of
onapolOion. iI.t bas.- au imp.te, g on school board decision-making. iVitile
s.41.. .a! :ward members for the most part resist being characterized as "in-
s,111411 ilekgatus.- the fitailim,s of this study tevealed that the level of
airtn.ato:. to sarucure Anil coo ify tl.e correlates of group cohesion. This
141',., :111 Sitinqy 01.1t st,ls' :ell board tat :others ate political animals who do
resp-ool to censtiaueot detnands even though they profess (and the data
genecally support them) to he telatively unconcerned about electoral sanc-
tions. he ether finding of par.kular interest to political scientists is the

'Sr e especially M. Kent Jennings and lia.-mon Zeigler, "Response Styles and
Pathan.% the Car of School Boards," Midwest lour- a' of Political Science, 15 (May.
19711. p:.. tn#0.$21.
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importancy of issues to the decision-making process on Kentucky school
boards.

Educators would probably be must interested in the findings involving
the importance of the superintendent in the decision-making process, al-
though this conclusion would certainly come as no surprise to most of them.
They may be somewhat surprised to learn of the extent of opposition to
superintendents among this group of school boards and the impact it has. It
seems to the writer that educators should find the entire concept of "insula-
tion'' rather significant, pat titularly the finding that board members evidently
become less responsive to their constituents and more responsive to the
superintendent as their tenure in office increases.

Finally, the writer recognizes the need for further research on this topic.
The most obvious omission from this study is the output dimension. What
difference does school board conflict (or other decisional characteristics)
make in the kinds of policies made by school boards? We would hope to
explore this question in the future using data from the present study, but the
greatest limitation on this type of research is determining what policies to
examine and how to measure them.64 Another topic worthy of further
explanation would be the whole area of school board member campaigning,
rea ruitment, and political sorkiliration. Our research has merely scratched the
surface of this very important and fascinating subjert.6s Finally, we need to
pay more attention in future research to the role of the superintendent in
school board del iiionrnaking. Another study of this kind would have to
consider the surrmtendent's perspective, and has responses to the questions
asked board members would have to be Inc luded in the analysis. We know,
for example. t:tat the superintendent is a dominant figure in the decision.
making prot es;. but we have not explored adequately the sources of his
power. In Keratin ky, obsersers ruse indicated that patronage is among the
most important of his resources, but we need to know more specifically how
he uses patronage. what patronage is available. and what alternative sources of
power he has available.

Thus. this study has contributed to the literature of collegial de( ision.
making generally, and particularly to the research on political decision-
making in education, by exploring some of the sources and correlates of
school board conflirt in Kentucky. !t is anticipated that these findings, by
presenting additional evidence attesting to the centrality of politics in educa-
tional decision-making, might provide fresh motivation to political scientists
to continue the study of school board politics and the polities of education.

" For some suggestions for beginnings we Samuel K. Cove, "Educational Polity,"
Policy Studies Journal, 1 (A..nest, 1972), pp. 4144.

"journalists' observat of school board races in the November, 1972 elections
in Kentucky suggest that captivations for running Rh more complex and sophistkstrd
than ever before but that pro superintendent std anti-superintendent states continue to
be put forward. See Laminate Couriervounsat. particularly October 26, 1972, and
No 8, 1972
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